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A.BSTRACT

Manual data entry úechniques used during the design of antennas are tedious and

enor prone. An Interactive Graphics Antenna Design system was created as a tool to enable

graphic model creation, automatic conversion to numerical input data, andvisual analysis of

the calculated electromagnetic characteristics of the modeled antenna.

Manual optimization of the antenna model, involving rnany design loop iterations, is

again a tedious process. Numerical optimization techniques, specifically Rosenbrock's

minimization algorithm, are described, and their use in the antenna design environment is

investigated.

These two techniques, or tools, are then used to aid in the design of a planar phased

array for the MSAT mobile communications environment. This array of crossed drooping

dipoles provides good circular polarization and radiation in the region of 0 = 40' to 80'.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective

The intent of this thesis is to develop a system which integrates interactive computer

graphics data entry and display technology with numerical analysis and optimization

techniques in order to improve the antenna design environment. The design of an MSAT

ground station antenna was conducted as a test of the usefulness of this system.

In conjunction with the author, a simila¡ but separate system was developed by M.I.

Borgford [1], using a different numerical analysis routine.

1.2 Background

The study and practice of antenna design can be divided into three general

approaches or categories according to the methods applied:

1) Manual Techniques

Traditionally, prototypes are manually constructed, tested, and physically

modified to optimize designs. This is a labor intensive, time consuming

process, and rarely produces a truly optimum design.

2) Analytic Techniques

Analytic methods more accurately demonstate the relationships between anten¡a

-1-



geomeû.y and perfiormance, but a¡e exceedingly complex and restricted to simple

geometries. Many of the antenna designers even today use a combination of

manual and analytic techniques.

3) NumericalTechniques

Recent advances in numerical analysis techniques have added another method to

the two previously mentioned. Complex designs can be analyzed without the

time and materials cost of actual construction. In addition, a variety of

parameters can be calculated or derived from the calculated data. Numerical

analysis routines exist for certain classes of antennas, including conducting wire

or surface patch modeled antennas [2], rotationally symmetric conducting

antennas [3], and single or dual reflector antennas [4].

Although numerical analysis æchniques are a vast improvement over manual and

analytic techniques, their use still suffen from tedious and time consuming data entry and

analysis t¿sks. Antenna geometry must be entered as a file of formatted input records

indicating the coordinates of key points. Ouþut data is presented as a list of numbers which

makes it very difficult to absorb anything more than the major indicators of the performance

of the antenna. More recently, plotting routines have been used to display the calculated data

more informatively, but these are usually separate and not very flexible.

Optimization of the antenna geometry in most cases is still being done by manually

changing the model and re-entering the coordinate data. Many numerical optimization

techniques exist, but again they are separate and inflexible and have not found wide

acce,ptance in the antenna design field with the notable exception given in Reference [5].

Atl this manual calculation and entry of dat¿ is susceptible to error, which can lead to

increased design time and lower productivity.



tr.3 Graphic Modeling and Ðisplay

Graphic modeling allows the user to create an object using actual geometric entities,

such as lines, arcs, and splines, instead of numbers. More importantly, graphic display of

the model throughout the creation process provides visual feedback for verification, or

interaction (hense the term'interactive graphics').

Interactive graphics provides a means of pictorial communication, "... a medium that

is both natural and efficient to human beings, and yet is sufficiently precise for computer

manipulation" [6]. Pictorial communication is much more informative than text, and can

convey more complex messages easily.

Interactive graphic modeling techniques have become prevalent in many areas of

engineering design. In electrical engineering, applications inciude printed circuit board

design [7], integrated circuit design [8], and electromagnetic device (magnets, transformen)

design [9]. Interactive graphics are now being recognized as valuable tools for anntenna

design as well, and others are working in this alea [10].

Interactive graphics can eliminate the errors associated with manual calculation and

enûry of antenna geomeûry. Graphic display techniques can increase the value of calculated

data, communicating more information to the designer than simple numeric data.

I.4 Scope

There are three major topics involved in the development of the antenna design

environment and discussed in this thesis; the IGAD system, the application of numerical

optimization techniques, and an antenna that satisfies MSAT mobile ground st¿tion

requirements.

1.4.1 The IGAD system

The first topic discussed is the development of an interactive graphics pre- and

post-processor, tentatively labeled the IGAD system (Interactive Graphics Antenna Design).
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This software system integrates the Catma tl1l CAD/CAþI/CAE software package with a

moment method numerical antenna analysis routine. The Calma package is a turn-key

three-dimensional interactive graphics modeling and display system which includes a

programming environment suitable for the development of graphics application packages

such as this IGAD systern

The pre-processor guides the user through visual consúuction of the antenna

geometry, inco¡porating the intrinsic geometry construction restrictions imposed by the

analysis routine. Furthermore, the user can set up a series of excitation, pattern calcuiation

and/or frequency loops for the analysis routine to follow using menu picks and prompts,

instead of the usual formatted file records or cards.

The post-processor stores the calculated data from the analysis routine with the

antenna geomeûry in a sysæm model that can be filed and recovered at any time. Futhermore,

it can generate pattem plots in a wide variety of ways, and can produce professional quality

drawings of these plots and the antenna geomehry at any time. Examples of these drawings

are included throughout this thesis, while all other drawings were produced using the general

Calma software.

1.4.2 Application of Numerical Optimization Techniques

The second topic discussed is the application of numerical optimization techniques in

the antenna design environment. Numericat æchniques in general are discussed, along with

the considerations for an objective function. One method, developed by Rosenbrock [12]

uses rotation of search coordinates to perform multi-variant minimization and, along with

constraint handling using the "Least P'th" or "Minimax" method [13], is applied to the

design situation. Antenna design goals are applied as constaint penalty functions and are

combined with geometric constaints to form the objective function.
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L.4.3 Ðesign of a MSAT Antenna

The third topic discussed is the detailed design of an antenna to meet the

requirements of a mobile ground station for use with the MSAT communications satellite.

The MSAT concept includes the provision of a sateilite repeater/relay which makes national

mobile communications possible. The design goals anticipated for the MSAT satelliæ dictate

the tyæ of antenna possible, and provide the constraints for optimization during the design

procedure. The requirements of the Canadian climate and general cost constraints also dictaûe

the types of antennas which can be considered.

I.4.4 Related Discussion

In addition to these main topics, the design procedure is summarized, from the use

of the pre-processor to generate preliminary design fypes, to the application of the

optimization routines to produce the best element under the given constraints, to the use of

that element in various ¿urays. The usefulness of the techniques applied in the design

procedure are examined and future enhancements discussed.



CÍTAPTER 2

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS ANTENNA DESIGN SYSTEM

2.I Introduction

The three stages associated with the use of numerical techniques in antenna design

are:

The antenna must be modeled in such a way that the analysis routine can

approximate its electromagnetic response to applied voltages, currents or fields.

The model must be submitted to the analysis routine, which calculates various

specified parameters.

The output of the analysis routine must be examined to determine whether the

antenna modei is accurate and whether the design goals have been met.

The model is then refined, submitted, and analyzed, again and again, untii the

accuracy of the model is ensured and all design goals have been met. This process is called

the "design loop", shown in Figure 2.1, and generally occurs in every type of design

situation, not only with antennas.

2.1,.1 The Modeling Stage

The modeling stage usually involves sketching the antenna geometry accurately

enough to calculate or measure the coordinates of the key locations, and then typing these

locations into a file for the analysis rouline. This inroduces two sources of error, namely,

1)

2)

3)
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inaccurate calculation of spatial coordinates, and mistakes in entering this numeric data.

Since the designer is only dealing with numbers, these errors can go unnoticed for quite

some time causing erroneous results and increasing the repetirions of the design toop. As

well, manual calculation and input of data is a tedious and time consuming job; one which

can easily be automated.

2,1.2 The Analysis Stage

After the modeling stage is compleæd and the analysis routine has f,rnished its pattern

calculation, the designer must then sift through the many pages of numeric ouþut and try to

determine if the antenna has been modeled correctly, and how it is reacting to its applied

sources. Many errors can occur at this stage, most occurring from the fact that the designer

cannot "see" the patterns, but must mentally visualize them from the lists of data.

Furthermore, because this mental tanslation must take place, the designer is only looking for

key points or major trends, and may not notice other, more subtle effects due to changes in

the model. In many cases, plotting routines are now being used to aid in the analysis of

calculated data, but these routines are typically separate from the analysis routine, and are

not flexible. A venatile and inægrated package of plotting and display routines will improve

the speed and quality of the analysis stage of the design cycle.

2.1.3 Rationale

The rationale for developing the Interactive Graphics Antenna Design (IGAD)

package is to provide the designer with visual feedback throughout the design loop in order

úo reduce the time per cycle and the number of cycles necessafy to finalizs the design, thereby

increasing his productivity. Inæractive graphics can aid in the modeling stage by eliminating

most of the calculations, and by providing errorless translation from the model to the analysis

routine input records. Furthermore, the designer can see sources of modeling error before

running the analysis routine. Interactive graphics can aid in the analysis stage by plotting the
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patterns in a wide variety of ways, prforming subsequent calculations when necessary,

eliminating the need for mental franslation as outlined previously. One additional benefit to

using interactive graphics is that more complex antennas can be modeled and analyzed with

greater confidence than ever before.

2.1.4 IGAD Composition

The IGAD package breaks down naturally into two parts, a pre-processor for model

creation, display and modification, and a post-processor for direct and derived pattern

display, pattern plotting, and model dimensioning and plotting. This concept can be applied

to any antenna analysis routine, as long as its particular modeling restrictions are

incorporated. For the purposes of this thesis, and as an initial prototype system, the analysis

routine chosen is based on the numerical solution of integral equations for the currents

induced on a structure by applied sources or incident fields. The next section describes the

mathematical basis for this routine and the implied modeling restrictions.

2.2 Numerical Antenna Analysis Routine

2.2.1 Mathematical Basis

The numerical antenna analysis routine (Ì'{AAR) used in the IGAD system applies a

method of moments technique to solve the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE). The form

of the EFIE used is given below for the electric field of a volume current distribution J(r),

-iq f
I--4nk Ju

E (r) "I (r)" G (r¡') dv', (2.1)
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where

G (r,r') = (k2I+VV ) g(r,r')

-jk lr-r'l
g(r¡') = e

lr-r'l

k - o./Foe;

I : ( îî+ ff + |-L), th"identity dyad.

This form can be greatly simplified by restricting the structure to a grid of thin wires

of small or vanishing conductor volumes. Under these conditions, the following

assumptions can be made:

1) Transverse currents can be neglecæd relative úo axial cunents on the wire.

2) The circumferential variation in the axial current can be neglected.

3) The current can be represented by a filament on the wire axis.

4) The boundary condition on the electric field need be enforced in the axial

direction only.

Application of these assumptions reduces the above equation to the following scalar

equation;

-$'tri1'¡ = #lJ(s') (k2â't'- #) g(r,r') ds', (z.z)
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where;

s : the distance parameûer along the wire axis,

tr(s) : 2nlt(r) = the filamentary cuffent on the wire axis, and the integration is over

the length of the wire.

The method of moments [14] is then applied to solve this integral equation for the

currents on the wires due to arbitrary excitation. A complete description of the theory

involved in this solution is found in Part I of "Numerical Electromagnetic Code (IVEC) -

Method of Moments" [2]. NAAR is a modified subset of NEC, and does not support the

surface paúch options because of their limited use and excessive restrictions.

2.2.2 Implied Modeting Restrictions

The EFIE method works best with structures whose dimensions are limited to

several wavelengths. There is no theoretical size limit, but larger structures require higher

order matrix equations, which increases solution time and introduces more and more

computation erïor. Segment lengths should generally be less than 0.1 wavelengths, and the

ratio of the segment length to the wire radius should be greater than 8 for errors less than l7o

[], Part III, pp 3-4]. Surfaces can be modeled using wire grids with reasonable accuracy in

the far field. Figure 2.2 shows the segment restrictions and the wire segment modeling of

surfaces. Figure 2.3 shows a dipole modeled with segments excited by a voltage source

across its central segmenl

2.2.3 Additional Features of NAAR

NAAR allows the user to apply voltage sources or loads on any segment in the

model, or specify an incident field. Ground parameters can also be specified with varying

degrees of solution accuracy. Infinite ground planes and free space situations a¡e modeled

accurately, but ground cliffs and variable conductivity mediums are not handled well and

should be avoided. Wire segment ground planes should be used whenever possible in these
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cases. Calculaæd data includes the current magnitude and phase along the structure, the near

electric and magnetic fields, the far elecn'ic fields, polarization and gain.

2.2.4 Summary

The essential point of this description is that the antenna structure has two basic

modeling restrictions. The first is that the antenna must be constructed of a series of short

wire segments, whose volume is small enough that ail but axiai currents can be neglected.

The second is that the complete structure must be eiectrically small, on the order of a

maximum of several wavelengths. I-arge structwes need large solution matrices, increasing

solution time and reducing solution accuracy. These restrictions have been incorporated in

the IGAD pre-processor described in the next section.

2.3 IGAD Pre-Processor

The pre-processing stage of the IGAD package provides an environment for the

antenna designer to use interactive graphics to create and edit the antenna model, to specify

applied sources and loads, and to indicate desired parameter calculations.

2.3.1 Calma CAD/CAM System

The Manitoba Research Council's Industrial Technology Cenhe's (ITC) facilities

include a Calma CAD/CAM [ 1] system, consisting of a three-dimensional graphics

modeling system, an interactive graphics command language, a FORTRAN-like graphics

programming language, and four workstations. The inclusion of the Design Analysis

I-anguage (DAL) [15] for graphics progËmming makes this system particularly suiæd for the

creation of applications packages such as IGAD. The Calma system runs on ITC's VAX

11/780 minicomputer.
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2.3.1.1 Ttrre Calma Workstation

The Calma workstation, shown in Figure 2.4, consists of an alphanumeric monitor

for text and command display, a high resolution monitor for graphics display, a keyboard,

and a digitizing t¿blet for coordinate entry, command selection or item selection. This

workstalion is also linked to an FIP7580 plotter, for producing hard copies of model views,

and a printer.

2.3.1.2 Calma Modelling Environment

The Calma software uses a true three-dimensional model database that can be stored

and recalled at anytime. This database contains graphic items stored as nodes which are

processed through the graphic interface and displayed on the high resolution monitor. The

tablet is used to digitize commands from the overlaid menu, or from an on-screen menu, as

well as select items or points in three-dimensional space. The keyboard can also be used for

command entry, and must be used for text entry. Geometry creation is accomplished by

chaining commands and modifiers with locational references. For example, the command

sequence to inæractively create a line between two points digitized in three dimensional space

is as follows,

_ ! _ LBP PDG <DIG> <DIG> C/C

In this sequence, LBP is the command, (Line Between Points), PDG (Point

DiGitized) is a point modifier indicating that the temporary points used as endpoints will be

digitized in three dimensional space on the tablet, <DIG> is the screen echo of the tablet

dtginzr, and C/C (Command Complete) initiates the processing of the sequence.

The Calma system supports a wide variety of graphic items including points, lines,

arcs, splines, cylinders, Bezier surfaces, notes, labels and dimensions. Non-graphic items

are also included in ttre model database in order to store data arrays or documentation.
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2.3,1..3 Model Viewing

The graphics monitor can be partitioned into viewports, each containing a different

view of the model. The number and orientation of these viewpofts can be modified at any

time, as well any degree of magnification or panning.

2.3.I.4 DAL Programming Language

A geomeftic model is built interactively using subsequent creation or editing

command sequences. The graphics programming language, DAL, allows pre-progamming of

an ordered set of these command sequences to construct complex portions of a model. DAL

also supports basic mathematical functions and a variety of user input methods, making it a

complete programming language. Calma also supports a DAL-FORTRAN interface [16],

allowing the use of faster FORTRAN routines for file UO and number'crunching'.

The only drawback of the Calma system is an inherent slowness due mainiy to its

size, and this can be circumvented to a degree by utilizing the DAL-FORTRAN interface

whenever possible. This is particularly noticeable in the a¡ea of file VO where FORTRAN

routines run up to 1000 times faster than DAL routines.

2.3.2 IGAD Modeling Method

The analysis routine restricts the modeling of antenna structures to connecting

sequences of short wire segments. The most obvious way of implementing this in the IGAD

system is as a cylinder. Extensive testing has indicated that this method is slow, because the

graphics processor must calculate the two dimensional image of the cylinder's surface,

including ends, in each viewport on the screen, which is unnecessary. The only time a true

th¡ee dimensional segment is necessary is when the designer wants to see the modeling enor

resulting from segment overlap. Consequently, the wire segments should be constructed out

of simple lines with points displayed at each end. Another DAL routine to display the true

geometry using cylinders if the designer wishes to examine the modeling error should also be
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written. At this time, the cylinder model is still being used in the prototype IGAD system.

Figure 2.5 shows the cylinder model, with segment overlap, along with the line and point

model.

The restrictions on segment length, and length to radius ratio, are included as

warning messages only, which can be by-passed at the user's discretion. In some cases, it is

appropriate to exceed the recommended maximums without giving up solution accuracy. The

size of the model is restricted to 500 segments, in which case NAAR takes approximately

one hour of CPU time to mn on the VAX 11/780.

Throughout the modeling process, an array of data is kept in a non-graphic

Text-Data item. This array contains twelve items of data for each segment; its tag number, the

X,Y,Z coordinates of the first endpoint, the X,Y,Z coordinates of the second endpoint, the

wire radius, the real and imaginary parts of the applied voltage source, and the real and

imaginary parts of the applied load. This array is also used to determine the connectivity of

segments during certain editing procedures.

2.3.3 Interfaces Between NAAR and IGAD

Three basic interfaces exist between NAAR and the IGAD package and are shown in

Figure 2.6:

The first is the creation of a graphic model from the analysis routine's formatted

input records (a NAAR-Io-IGAD translator).

The second is the creation of the analysis routine's formatted input records from

an existing model (an IGAD-to-NAAR translator).

3) The third interface reads in the calculated data and stores it in non-graphic

Text-Data iæms (a data úo IGAD ranslator).

1)

2)

The creation of a graphic model from NAAR input commands is useful in many
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cases when the designer wishes to make modif,rcations in the actual input records, because it

is easier or quicker than the same changes done graphically, and wants to display the model.

This also allows designers to input existing geometry easily for display purposes.

2.3.4 Geometry Construction and Editing Features

The structure of the antenna is created with segments following a series of lines,

arcs, and splines. In each case, a separate DAL program has been written which handles the

input of construction data, creates the segment as a graphic item in the model database, stores

the segment data, in the segment arÍay> and ensures that the designer is warned if modeling

restrictions are exceeded. A directory of these DAL programs is included in Appendix A.

The construction data can be input in a variety of ways:

Explicit data ennry. The values are entered from the keyboard.

Graphically digitized data enÇ, using the graphics rablet.

a) Digitize segment endpoints in three dimensional space on one of the

viewports.

b) Digitize one endpoint in three dimensional space, and digitize anorher

existing endpoint to connect the constructed segment to the existing

segment.

c) Digitize endpoints of two existing segments to create a connection between

them.

Combined digitized and explicitdÃtz.enbry. An endpoint is digitized and an

explicit vectored offset is typed in.

The structure of the antenna can be edited in a variety of ways as well. DAL routines

have been written to delete segments, and to move, miror and rotate individual segment

endpoints, segments, or groups of segments. Segment connectivity is important for proper

l.

)

3.
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crurent distribution on the structure and can be maintained during editing if specif,red.

Other DAL routines exist to cteate, delete and list voltage sources and loads, to

specify ground and frequency parameters and to specify the patterns to calculate. All data

entered is stored with the model in non-graphic Text-Data items, which contain standard

defaults on system start-up.

Display modification, model storage and model retrieval are all handled by separate

DAL routines. The designer does not need to know any of the regular interactive commands,

but the IGAD system allows their use as long as the inægnty of the model is maintained-

2.3.5 The Design Environment

The designer is presented with an on-screen menu, shown in Figure 2.7, containing

all the specialized commands developed for the IGAD pre-processor. With this menu in

place, the keyboard need only be used for text entry, or to input explicit interactive

commands available to the user who is familiar with Calma. Also included on this menu is

the ability to switch between the pre-processor, or construction mode, and the

post-processor, or plot mode.

After initializing a new empty model, the designer can create and edit the antenna

structure from an input file, or with digitized commands. Once completed, the designer

specifies a field source (either a voltage source on a segment, a current filament in three

dimensional space, or an incident plane wave). The model can then be submitted to the

analysis routine using the standa¡d defaults for ground envi¡onment and pattern calculation,

or, alternatively, specific ground parameters and pattern calculations can be specified.

Additionally, segments can be loaded and frequency loops can be specified. The default

frequency is approximately 3(Ð mÍIz, (1 wavelength = 1 meter). All model dimensions are

in meten, but can be scaled to be in wavelengths by using the default frequency, or by using

the provided DAL scaling routine.

Once the model has been submitæd to NAAR, and the geomehy has been saved, the
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designer then pages the on-screen menu to the post-processor, or plot mode for data display.

A completion response is displayed on the alpha-numeric monitor when NAAR has tinished

and the data can be read in. This design procedure is charted in Figure 2.8.

2.4 IGAD Fost-Processor

The post-processing stage of IGAD can read in calculated data create rectangular or

radial plots of the direct or derived datz, create displays of one or more plots along with title

blocks and antenna geomeûJ, and plot the disptays on an rrp7580 plotter.

The data calculated from NAAR is stored in formatted files according to their type.

IGAD currently supports far-field data, including total gain, ellipticity, and the 0 and Q

components of the electric fîeld magnitudes and phases. From this, the iinear or ci¡cular

polarized components can be derived. Also supported is near-field data and segment

currents. The data is read into the modei in FORTRAN, and stored in non-graphic Text-Data

iæms.

The designer is again presented with an on-screen menu, shown in Figure 2.9,

which contains all commands necessary to plot stored data, dimension the antenna geometry,

create displays, and draw these displays on the plotter. All drawings and dispiays created are

stored with the model when it is filed.

In order to create a display, the designer first creates the individual plots using the

appropriate DAL commands. Plot programs have been set up for each of the far-field,

near-field, and current arrays read into the model from NAAR. Options for each plot include

rectangular or radial plots, linear or logarithmic scaling, and data normalization. The designer

also has the option of specifying the plot ranges, to examine critical areas or standardize the

plots, with the out-of-range data truncated. Alt plot geometry is stored as a group, and

moved using this group name.

After each plot is created, it must be moved out of the plot area and onto one of the

drawing areas, otherwise it is deleæd when the next plot is created. The drawing areas
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correspond to plotter paper sizes and can be frlled with as many plots as the designer wants.

The antenna model can be dimensioned and positioned on the drawings as well, in

any orientation desired. There also is a title block which can be used for comments or other

text display. Figure 2.10 shows a chart of the display creation process, and examples of the

plots and displays that can be created are shown in Chapter 4.

2.5 System Evaluation and Future Developments

The IGAD package provides the designer with a good visual environment for

antenna model creation and editing, and calculated pattern plotting. The package is very

flexible in terms of the r,vays geometry and data can be displayed and manipulated. The

concept itself is applicable to many design situations, and to other antenna analysis routines,

while the actual coding and modeling restrictions are routine specifîc.

The major problem encountered with the protofype system was its inherent

slowness, making manual changes to the input f,rle records sometimes easier and faster than

graphic model changes. Also the system, as it stands, will only run on an expensive

turn-key graphics system, which may restrict its availability to the antenna design indusbry.

In the future, conversion of many of the routines to FORTRAN, and the elimination

of the need for the Calma environment would greatly enhance the packages usefulness and

possible marketability. Additional analysis routines could be incorporared, providing a

modular package, and further work should be done on the analysis routines themselves, to

increase accuracy and reduce the number of modeling restrictions.

The IGAD package could be implemented in a smaller work-station computer, if the

analysis routine was segmented, and graphics routines were written to replace the Calma

environment. These changes would make the package commercially viable, reducing the cost

of the hardware requirements and eliminating external softwa¡e costs.
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CITAFTER,3

COMPUTER AIDED OPTIMIZATION

3.L lntroduction

Antenna optimization to satisfu design goals is the most difficult and time consuming

phase of the design loop. Usually, if the designer is using a numerical analysis routine, this

involves simple adjustment of the model and re-analysis or, if a build-and-test method is

used, this involves adjustments or reconstruction of the protofype antenna and

re-measurement. Both methods are time consuming and neither produces a true optimum

design. 
i

Numerical techniques can free the designer from most of the effort involved in

antenna optimization by producing an optimum design without constant intervention, given

the analysis routine accuracy and the design goals specified. The designer can also use

numerical routines to better understand the operation of the antenna by placing more or less

emphasis on certain design goals and optimizing to these 'weighted'goals.

This chapter introduces numerical optimization routines, and describes how one

method can be applied to antenna design.

3.2 Numerical Optimization

The concept of numerical optimizatíon refers to the process of determining the

minimum value of a function of some design variables, called the objective function, by

varying or manipulating those variables [17]. Throughout this discussion, optimization is
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synonymous with function minimization since all functions can easily be converted to other

functions which must be minimized to meet the design goals.

Included in the optimization process is a set of linear or nonlinear constraint

functions which serve to define a feasible region within the variable space, within which, the

objective function can be optimized. These constraint functions can be equality constraints,

such as,

ga(O) = Aa i a: 1,2, ... n, (3.1)

or inequality constraints, such as,

su(o) < Bb; b : 1,2, ... n, (3.2)

Within the feasible region defined by

minimums, valleys and saddle points,

variable space. In order to illustrate

arbitrary function U(0f ,02) within

consfaints.

these constraints, there can aiso be local and gtobal

all defining the contours of the function within the

these ideas, Figure 3.1 shows the contours of an

the feasible region defined by a set of equality

3.2.1 Single Variable Techniques

In the case of a function of only one variable, there are many methods to minimize

the function, with the speed of minimization generally increasing with complexity. The most

simple technique is direct search, where the va¡iable is stepped form one boundary to the

next in order to find the function minimurn Another method is the Monte Carlo technique,

where a fixed large number of points are chosen at random within the interval, and the

function is measured at these points. The minimum measured value is assumed to be the

function minimum. A more complex technique is the sequential search, where the function is
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measured at two points, and a decision is made from these readings as to where to sea¡ch

next. Further points can be determined by moving a specific distance within the interval,

measuring the function, and eliminating a portion of the interval. This technique is faster

because the search interval decreases due to a decision on the search direction.

3.2.2 Multiple Variable Techniques

Similarly, there are many algorithms for function minimization when there is more

than one variable, most of which fall into three categories; di¡ect or vectored searches,

simplex contraction searches, and differential or gradient searches. The speed of

minimization in these cases depends not only on the complexity of the technique, but also on

the suitability of ttre technique to the particular objective and constraint functions.

3.2.2.I Direct Search Techniques

Direct techniques search incrementally atong as many search vectors as there are

variables, as shown in Figure 3.2. In this case, the search begins from some initial point,

proceeds to the best minimum along one of the variables, and then goes on to the next

variable. This process continues until no progress can be made along any of the search

directions. This technique is easy to use, but can be slow if the minimum is not along one of

the search vectors from the initial point. One advantage is that direct techniques usuaily

converge to a minimum, which is useful when the contours of the function are unknown.

3.2.2.2 Simplex Search Techniques

Simplex or contraction techniques start off with at least enough initial points to form

a simplex in the variable space (at least n + I points for n dimensions). The function is

evaluated at each end point, and the maximum endpoint is mirrored through the centroid of

the remaining points, forming a new, shifted simplex. If the mirrored point is still the

rnaximum, then the simplex is contracted along the line through the cenftoid. In this tvay, its
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illustrated in Figure 3.3, the simplex moves to the minimum, and ttren contracts in on it.

This type of search is generally faster than the direct search methods, but has two

serious problems. The fint is that the simplex can contact so far as to eliminate one of the

points. In the fwo dimensional case, the three points would become collinear, and the search

would proceed along that line only. Choosing more points than the minimum required can

reduce the possibility of this occurring. The second problem is that the simplex can easily

oscillaûe around the minimurn, never actually converging.

3.2.2.3 Derivative or Gradient Search Techniques

The gradient search uses the direction of steepest descent of the derivative of the

objective function as its only search vector. This is followed to the best minimum, as

illustrated in Figure 3.4, and then a new search vector is determined from that point, and so

on to the function minimum. This is the fastest of the search techniques, but only if the

derivative of the objective function is available. If the derivative must be determined

numerically, as it would be in the case of antenna optimization, then the technique becomes

much slower and more difficult to implement.

3.3 Rosenbrock's Minimization Algorithm

One special methd, developed by Rosenbrock [12], is classified as a direct linear

search technique and is based on ofthonormal search directions, not necessarily the search

variable coordinates, which can be adjusted to follow contour valleys in the objective

function.

As illustrated in Figure 3.5, each vector is sea¡ched only once, and then a new

vector is deærmined from the di¡ection of overall progress. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

[12] is then applied to derive the rest of the new set of search directions. This method is

faster than simple di¡ect techniques, because it tends to follow the valleys of the objective

function. As well, it maintains the advantage of usual convergence.
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The algorithm was implemented in FORTRAN, and the sou¡ce code is shown

Appendix B [18]. A more rigorous mathematical description of the algorithm is shown

tlel.

3.4 The Objective Function

The preceding discussion uses a generic objective function in the description of the

minimization algorithm, implying that this routine will work for any function. This is not

generally true, but, if the function is restricted to be continuous, and its first derivative is

restricted to be piece-wise continuous, and the function is relatively smooth and slowly

changing, then there is a good chance that the algorithm will work.

This idea of 'a good chance of success' is the best that can be said of any

minimization algorithm, because there always exists some function, or class of functions,

that will cause the particular algorithm to fail. This is why there are many techniques

available and care must be taken to ensure that the algorithm used is suitable to the particular

objective function.

3.4.1 Constraint Handling

The description of Rosenbrock's algorithm also does not include any discussion of

constaints on the objective function, or ensuring that the search remains within the feasible

region.

Constraints are handled by incorporating them into the objective function as

weighted penalties, which only add to the function value if the constraint is violated [13].

Only continuous penalty functions are used in order to maintain a continuous objective

function. Typically, there are two types of penaify functions which are used; the single step

penalty, and the two-step penalty.

in

in
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3.4.1.f. Ttre Single SÉep Penalty

The single step penalfy function is used when you simply want to maximize a value

or meet a goal. For example, if you want to maximize the gain of an element, then the single

step penahy function would look like;

If (Actual Gain < Goal) then

Gain Fenalty - (Goal - A,ctual Gain) * Weight

End if

where 'Goal' is an optimistic estimate of the highest attainable gain, and TVeight' is a scaling

factor designed to adjust the emphasis of this penalty function when it is used in conjunction

with other penalty functions

3.4.1,.2 The Two-Step Penalty

The two-step penalty function is used when a certain parameter must attain a

specified level, but ideally, could be optimized further. For example, if one of the design

goals was to maximize the gain, and it had been determined that the gain had to be above a

certain minimum value, then the penalty function would look like;

If (Gain < Goal) then

If (Gain < Minimum) then

Stepl: Gain Penalty = (Goal - Minimum) * Weightl

Step 2: Gain Penalty = Gain Penalty + (Minimum - Gain) *Weight2

Else

Gain Penalty - (Goal - Gain) + Weightl

End if
End if
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where 'Goaf is again an optimistic estimaæ of the highest attainable gain, Minimum' is the

required minimum gain, and Weightl' and TVeight}' ate scaling factors. In addition,

Weight2' is much greatþr than Weightl'. In optimization terms, this type of penalty causes

more emphasis ûo be placed on attaining the feasible region (meeting the minimum gain), than

on optimizing the gain.

Using these methods, any initial values for optimization variables can be given, not

necessarily within the feasible region, and with proper weighting of the penalty functions,

the search will minimize the objective function within the feasible region. This also inciudes

the case where no feasible region exists for the given constraints, and the closest

approximation is needed

3.4.2 NAAR as an Objective Function

The numerical analysis routine can be used as an objective function for the

optimization algorithm by creating a peripheral routine that converts a few simple scalar

variables into the analysis routine input data, and inte¡prets the output with respect to some

design goals, returning a simple scalar score.

In order to do this, the designer must know the general form of the antenna to be

optimized, and be able to describe it in terms of a small number of variables. Thus, the

optimization technique can only be applied once the design is approximately correct, and can

not be used as a general design tool to create antennas given th,e design goals.

One of the main considerations in using NAAR as an object function is the fact that

the majority of the optimization time will be taken up in the analysis routine, and thus, the

number of function evaluations must be kept to a minimum.

A more detailed discussion about using NAAR in the objective function is given in

Section 4.3.2.
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3.4.3 Generation of the Function Value

Generally, the function value returned to the optimization routine is a combination of

the objective function value and the penalties. Since all the penalty functions must be

minimized as well, the objective function is simply considered as another p€natty function,

and the function value is determined as follows:

FVAL : Maximumpenalty- I'i( =, fenaltv=(i) = )ol 
t'o 

, (3.3)
L î\ Maximum Penalry / 

_l

Where 'p' is ideally infinite, but practically large. This method is called. the 'I-east Pth', or

Minimax'method and was developed by Bandler and Charlambous [13]. The net effect of

using the Minimax'method is that the maximum violated constraint is always minimized.

Optimization emphasis is implemented through the individual weights applied ro each penalty

function.

3.5 Summary

Numerical optimization routines generally minimize some objective function of

design variables subject to a set of constraints on those variables. Rosenbrock's

muitivariant, rotation of coordinates algorithm is a direct linea¡ search technique, and is

applicable to a wide variety of objective functions. Constraints or design goals can be

implemented as penalty functions, which can be incorporated into the objective function

using the Minimax'technique, eliminating them from external consideration.

Numerical optimization routines, such as Rosenbrock's, can only be applied at the

final stages of the design of an antenna, since the antenna must first be describable in terms

of a few simple variables. Their use, however, can reduce the time necessary to finalize a

design by producing the best possible antenna, given the weighted consraints applied,

without constant intervention. As well, the designer can change the emphasis of certain
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constaints, grr,ing a betær understanding of the performance of the antenna.

This technique is applied in the next chapter to optimize the design of an antenna

element for use in the MSAT envi¡onmenl



CIXAPTER.4

DESIGN OF AN MSAT MOBILE ANTENNA

4.X Introduction

The purpose of creating the IGAD package and describing how numerical

optimization routines can be used is to create an improved environment for antenna design.

The next logical step is to choose a realistic design situation and exercise this improved

environment, since this is the best way to evaluate its usefulness, and to determine any

improvements or enhancements which could be added.

The design of an MSAT mobile terminal antenna was chosen as a suit¿ble design

situation. This chapter deals with the design of the antenna, and the application of the

optimization techniques, while evaluation of the IGAD package is described in the next

chapter.

4.2 MSAT Mobite Antenna R.equirements

The MSAT communications satellite will provide two-way telephone (point to point)

and radio (point to coverage region) communications in the 821 to 870 MHz range, over

most of Canada [20]. One application of this is a national mobile communications

environment, which innoduces the need for a highly specialized antenna. This antenna must

be able to send and receive signals from a satellite in geostationary orbit over the equator at

any vehicle location or orientation.

At the time this work was initiated, the MSAT saælliæ was in the development stage,
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with only preliminary design goals specified. These specifications were being contested by

various factions in the communications industry in Canada, and thus, were not frnalized. In

order to conduct a realistic antenna design, a fixed set of goals were used, corresponding to

the most recent set published at the time. The desired characteristics for the mobile antenna

are shown in Table 4.I [21]:

Table 4.1: Desired Characæristics for
MSAT Mobile Terminal Antenna

One important note is that the polarization of the signal is either right or teft-hand

circular, implying that the antenna must be able to receive either signal, in a switchable

configuration. The scan volume is omnidirectional in azimuth (Q), to provide for any

orientation of the antenna, and is between 40" and 80' from the vertical (0). The peak

Parameter Value

Frequency Range

Polarization

Scan Volume

Sidelobe Iævel

AxialRatio

PeakDirectivity
( 0 :0')

Scan Loss
(Budgeæd)

Other I¡sses
(Feed, Phase Shift, etc)

Minimum Required
Net Gain

(At Receiver Terminals)

821 - 896 MHz

LH or RH Circular
(Switchable)

40'< e < 90"
o"< 0 <360'

< -13 dB

< 2.5 dB

16 dBic

4dB

4dB

8 dBic
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directivity specified (16 dBic, 0 = 0') is for antennas whose main beam is vertical so that

enough gain will still be present when the beam is scanned to 60' off the boresite. The

important value is the minimum required net gain of 8 dBic throughout the scan volume, after

all antenna and feed losses are accounted for (ie. at the receiver terminals).

Other design characteristics which are not related to the performance of the antenna

are also important. Obviously, the antenna must be reasonably inexpensive to manufacture

in order to make the whole system economicalty viable. As weil, it must be suitable for

positioning on mobile vehicles such as cars, trucks, boats, and planes.

4.3 Antenna Element Design

In order to meet the gain specifications described in the previous section, either a

mechanically súeerable directional antenna or some type of electronically steerable array will

be necessary for the final antenna configuration. Mechanical steering is undesirable due to

the increased costs, slow response times, and reduced retiability in the harsh Canadian

climate. Therefore, only electonically steerable arrays wül be considered in this application.

Before the array can be designed and analyzed, the individual elements which will be used in

the array must be designed.

4.3.1 Survey of Possible Elements

There are many fypes of antenna elements which can provide the performance

requirements of ci¡cular polarization and azimuth and elevation coverage. Woo [22],

Butterworth and Matt[Z3], as well as many others, have investigated various elements which

will be described next in order to provide some justification for the element type chosen.

4.3.1,1 Spiral Antenna

One classical circularly polarized antenna is the spiral shape. There are various types

such as the circular orrectangular Archimedean spiral [24],the log-periodic spiral [25], and
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the conical log-periodic spiral 126,271. A circularly polarized signal is radiaæd by the current

propagating along the length of the spiral. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a four-arm

circular Archimedean spiral and its radiation characteristics are shown in Figure 4.2.

This class of antennas can be formed from copper foil on a dielectric substate, as

with a microstrip patch antenna, and thus has major advantage in that, except for the conical

spiral, they can be made conformal to the surface of the vehicle that they are mounted on.

Unforh¡naæly, in order to swirch the polarization from right to left circular, either the

spiral must be fed from the end as opposed to the center, or spirals of opposite curvature

must be placed in between or under the existing spirats. The first is undesirable because of

the unequal impedance and radiation characteristics found when the spiral is fed oppositely,

which could make beam steering diff,icult or impossible. The second is undesirable due to the

increased number of components, increased complexity in the beam steering network, and

the degradation of the radiation characteristics due to increased coupling or increased

separation between elements.

4.3.1.2 Quadrifilar Hêlix Antenna

Four identical helices are wound equally spaced a¡ound a supporting cylinder in this

type of antenna, forming a thick 'whip' which can be mounted without the need for a ground

plane [28].

This type of antenna radiates an omnidirectional pattern in Q, and can be made to

radiate at almost any angle 0, by adjusting the pitch, diameter, and number of turns of the

helices. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to elecúonically scan the beam, since alt the

parameters which the beam's position is dependent on are physical. Thus, this antenna

would make a very good stationary antenna, but, without some means of mechanical

steering, it is not well suiæd for mobile applications.
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4.3.1,.3 Crossed Dipole Antennas

Crossed dipoles fed antiphase can create a circularly polarized signal which can be

easily switched from right-sensed to left-sensed by shifting the phase of one of the signals by

180'. This class of antennas can be formed from wire, as in the crossed-drooping dipoles in

Figure 4.3, or can be etched on a dielectric substate again. Crossed-drooping dipoles can

not conform to the surface of a vehicle, but give a much better radiated pattern in the region

of inærest than the etched crossed dipole.

Examples of the radiated patterns for a simple crossed half-wave dipole over an

infinite ground plane, and for a crossed-drooping dipole over an infinite ground plane are

shown in Figure 4.4. These patterns were calculated using NAAR and displayed using the

IGAD post-processor routines.

4.3.1.4 Microstrip Patch Antennas

Much work has been done on creating patches which radiate circularly polarized

signals in higher order modes, in order to cause the power to be concentrated in lower

elevations as opposed to along the boresiæ [29,30]. This is accomplished by accurate placing

of multiple feeds, with appropriate phase shifting of the applied signal.

Sense switching of the polarization is accomplished by phase shifting again, only in

a more complicated manner due to the increased number of feeds. This increase in

complexity is multiplied when the patch is used in an array configuration, increasing

component costs and reducing overall system reliability. As well, by operating in higher

order modes, the paæh size becomes greater, increasing the overall size of the anten¡a.

Regardless of its disadvantages, this type of antenna promises to be the best in terms

of radiation characteristics and ability to conform, and undoubtedly will be one of the types

ultimately used
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4.3.2 The Crossed-Drooping Dipole

Although it has some disadvantages over other antenna elements, the

crossed-drooping dipole (CDD) was chosen as the element for the MSAT antenna array. The

CDD is easily modeled in terms of wire segments, and the feeds can be simulated as voltage

sources across an intermediate wire. Figwe 4.5 shows how the CDD can be modeled in

terms of short straight wire segments, as well as the error resulting from segment overlap.

This error is negligible as long as the angle of overlap is smail, (<15') and as long as the wire

radius is small compared to the length (see Chapær 2).

4.3.2.1 Modeling for Optimization

In order to optimize the element, it first had to be modeled in terms of a few simple

design variables. These variables then had to be constrained to make the model consistent

with the restrictions imposed by the analysis routine. Two of the many ways to model the

CDD are shown in Figure 4.6.

In the first case, each of the symmetric arms is separated into two sections, each

section def,rned by its angle from horizontal, and its length. The height of the CDD above an

infinite conducting ground plane is the fifth design variable. One of these variables can

actually be eliminated, since, due to impedance considerations, the overall length of each

dipole should be approximately one half-wavelength. This simple modeling method, using

four design variables, was used during the numerical optimization. Noæ that this method

encompasses both the "Inverted-U" and "Inverted-V" cases described inl22] and [23].

The second method shown would work equally as well, but is more difficutt to

implement. Each of the symmetric arms is defined by a quadratic polynomial, and an angle

of rotation. The fourth variable is, again, the height of the CDD. This method can be

enhanced by increasing the order of the potynomial, but each time this introduces another

design variable. Many other methods exist, such as segmenting the arms into three or more

sections, but these all use more variables, which would increase optimization time.
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4.3.2.2 Ground Flane Considerations

An infiniæ conducting ground plane was chosen for the ground environment as a

tade-off between calculaæd pattern accuracy and solution speed Since the antenna would be

situated on the roof of a vehicle, the actual ground plane would be finite. Attempts at

creating a custom finite ground plane were successful, but required a much longer solution

time for the analysis routine. Using an infîniæ ground plane is an acceptable substituæ if the

original finite ground plane is sufficiently large to reflect direct rays from the antenna to the

far field region of interest. Error in the calculated far field pattern occurs in the regions

closest to the horizon, since the conducting boundary condition forces the tangentiai

(horizontal) components of the field to zero. This is reflected in the plots of the circularly

polarized components of the far fietd by the fact that the left- and right-hand componenß are

equal (ie. linear vertical polarization) at the horizon (e : 90').

A routine was written which would generate the appropriate analysis routine input

statements, given particular values of the design variables and is shown in entirety in

Appendix C. The following sections describe the geometric and design goal constraints, and

how they were implemented

4.3.3 Geometric Constraints

As mentioned earlier, the design variables had to be constrained in order to make the

model conform to the restrictions imposed by the analysis routine, as well as to eliminate

situations which did not make sense. kr this case, this meant that the final height could not

be less than zero, (the anûenna must be above the ground plane), the final X-coordinate could

not be less than zero (the arms cannot overlap the cental support mast), and finally, the

length of either of the sections could not be zero.

The tot¿l vertical and horizontal components of the antenna arm are given by the

expressions;
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VC = L, Sin(ar) + L, Sin(ar), (4.1)

HC : L, Cos(a1) + L, Cos(g), (4.2)

where a1,\,L1J-2are design variables as shown in Figure 4.6.

These constraint equations are used to form penalry functions in the method

described in Chapter 3, and shown in Figure 4.7. If any of these geometric constraints are

violated, the analysis routine is not executed, and an objective function value is generated

using equation 3.7.The weights are adjusted in order to make the function value reasonable

so that the search routine can decide which di¡ection to follow in order to eliminate the

violated constaints.

4.3.4 Design Constraints

The design goals for the element were limited to ensuring that the beam peak was in

the center of the region of interest (0 = 60"), that the half-power points \¡/ere at the edge of

the region (0 : 80", 40') and that the cross-polarizatton was low throughout the radiation

region. The gain was not constrained since the element would be placed in an array, and the

radiation pattern is more important at this stage.

These design goals were used to form penalty functions using the method described

in Chapter 2, and shown for one case in Figure 4.8. Notice that the polarization functions

utilize the two-step penalty designed to place more emphasis on bringing the sea¡ch into the

feasible region, (meeting the minimum polarization requirements), than on eliminating the

penalty all-together. The weights applied to the penalties were chosen as shown in Table

4.2,ln order to place more emphasis on optimizing at the center of the region than at the

edges. These penalties were used to generate an objective function value using equation 3.3

which was used by the search routine úo optimize the CDD.
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VC = alenl * Sin(alphal) + alen2 * Sin(alpha2)

If (VC.ge. Hiæ) Then

Vpen = (VC - Hire) * Vweight

End if

HC: alenl * Cos(alphal) + alen2 * Cos(alpha2)

If (HC.1e.0.01) Then

Hpen = (0.01 - HC) * Hweight

End if

Figure 4.7: FORTRAN Code Fragment Showing Implementation of
Geometric Constraints

If (theta(i).eq.60.) Then

El60pen = 0.0

If @llipticity(i).1t.0.75) El60pen = (0.75 - Ellipticity(i)) * We160

If @llipticity(i).1r.1.0) El60pen = El6ûpen + (1.0 - Ellipticiry(i))
* Wel60/10.0

End if

Figure 4.8: FORTRAN CodeFragment Showing Implementarion of
Design Constraints
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4.3.5 Optimized Crossed-Drooping Dipole

The optimization routine repeatedly converged to the antenna model shown in Figure

4.9. The peak gain of the element is 4.73 dB, and the calcuiated circularly polarized

components of its far field radiation pattern a¡e shown in Figure 4.I0a (0 : 0', 0 varies) and

Figure 4.10b (0:60", Q varies).

When additional penalty functions were intoduced to try to force the power radiated

at the boresite (0 : 0') and at the horizon (e : 90') to zero, the optimization routine

converged to the antenna model shown in Figure 4.11. By adding these additional

constraints, the maximum gain was increased marginally to 4.76 dB, and the gain at 0 = 0"

was reduced by 0.63 dB. The calculaæd circularly polarized components of the far field a¡e

shown in Figures 4.12a and 4.I2b.

In both cases, many trials were made to ensure that the routine was not centering on

a false optimum, using different initial values for the design variables.

Parameær Weight

Ellipticity: e : 44"
49.
52"
56'
@'
&"
68'
72'
76"

30.0
20.0
20.0

100.0
150.0
200.0
2s0.0
300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0

Table 4.2: Design Goal Constaint Weights
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4.4 Antenna ,A,nray Ðesigre

The CDD can be used in both vertical and horizontal arrays depending on the

requirements of the system. The following sections describe these ¿urays and their

applicability to the MSAT design problern

4.4.1 VertÍcal Array

A vertical array would eliminaæ the beam steering capabiiity in the S direction (as

with the quadrifilar helix), but would sharpen the beam in the 0 direction. The radiation

pattern would be omnidirectional in Q, and could be steered to almost any angle in 0 by

adjusting the phase benveen vertically adjacent elements.

Using eightelements in this vertical array (seeFigures 4.13 and 4.I4), a gain of

9.53 dB has been calculated, which will not meet the requirements of the MSAT system, but

which could be useful if the gain requirement was relaxed.

Note that only the lowest element is of the optimum shape, since one of the

optimization variables was the height above the ground plane. As well, more error is

introduced by assuming an infinite ground than in the single element case, since the actual

finiæ ground plane will not be large enough to reflect direct rays from the upper elements to

the region of inærest However, this is partialty offset by the reduced effect of the ground on

the contributions from higher elements which is due to the increased distance that reflected

and diffracted rays would have to travel.

This type of array has the advant¿ge of a more simple beam steering system, since

the satellite does not have to be tracked due to the omnidirectional beam, and since fewer

phase shifts be¡veen elemenß are required to obtain full coverage. Unfortunately, this array

is not very practical, because it has a high wind resistance, (the eight element array shown in

Figure 4.13 stands approximately 1.4 m high), and thus will be likely to deform under

various driving conditions, interfering with the desired radiation pattern.

For this reason, and because it cannot meet the gain requirements, the vertical array
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will not be considered as a candidate for the MSAT mobile ground station antenna.

4.4.2 Elorizontal or Flanar Array

There are many configurations for a planar array which can be used to meet the

requirements of the MSAT system. The fact that the array must be able to cover a ci¡cula¡

region in Q suggests that a circular array would be the best choice.

A single ring array, with and without a central element, was investigated. In one

case, all elements in the outer ring were excited inphase, and in another case, each element

was excited with the appropriate phase shift to steer the beam in a specified direction. A dual

ring array was also investigated, with all elements excited inphase. The following sections

describe these configurations in more detail.

4.4.2.1 Single Ring, Inphase

A six-element single-ring array was formed by placing elements on a circle at an

angular separation of 60', and is shown in Figure 4.15 (but without the central element).

Note that the element orientation was rotaæd 45" in an attempt to reduce the effects of unequal

coupling on the two dipoles of each element. This unequal coupling is caused by different

separation distances between the arms of adjacent elements, and rotating the element

orientation seems to give improved performance.

The radius of the ci¡cle was deærmined from the fact tha! under cophasal excitation

conditions, the radiaæd pattern in 0 (Q = constãtt, 0 varies from 0' to 90') has the form of a

J6(x) Bessel function [31]. The maximum beam power can be radiated at a specific angle, 0,

if the condition;

xn : ka Sin(O),

is satisfied, where '\' ir the nú zero of the derivative of the Jo(x)

(4.3)

Bessel function, and 'a'is
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the radius of the ring. The fi¡st three zeros of the derivative of the Js(x) Bessel function

occur at x : 0,3.832, and 7.016 [32]. Thus, in order to steer the main beam to 0 : 60", and

using the second znro (3.832), the radius of the first ring was determined to be 0.704 î".

Unfortunately, 0 : 0' is also a solution to equation 4.3 for the flrst zero (x : 0), regardless

of the radius of the ring, indicating that the dominant lst order mode will also radiate along

the boresite.

With all elements exciæd inphase, the resulting far field pattern is omnidirectional in

0. In order to scan the beam in 0, the radius of the array ring must be varied. This would

suggest that inphase excitation is not desirable in a single ring array. However, the use of

inphase excitation is desirable because it simplifies the feed system, since no inter-element

phase shifting is required. Inphase excitation can be used in a multi-ring circular arl;ay,

because the phase shift between rings of elements can be adjusted to steer the beam to any

angle of 0 desired.

Figure 4.16 shows the circularly polarized components of the fa¡ field of a

single-ring six-element circular array of CDD'S, all excited inphase. There is no central

element in this case, and the ring radius is 0.704 1". There is a strong lobe at 0 = 60", as

expected, with very low cross-polarization, as well as the dominant lst order mode along the

boresite (e :0').

The horizontal pattern (0 = 60", Q varies) shows a 3.6 dB drop in gain and increased

cross-polarization on inter-element radials. These a¡e a result of the spacing between

elements being too large, and can be rectified by increasing the number of elements in the

ring. An eight-element ring provided a virrually omnidi¡ectional patærn in Q.

Addition of the central element did not improve the fa¡ field radiation characteristics

of the au:ray, as had been expected, and actually degraded its performance. Figure 4.17

shows the circula¡ly polarized componørts of the far field when the central element is excited

180" out of phase (antiphase) with respect to the elements on the outer ring. Figure 4.18

shows the results when the central element is fed inphase with the other elements.
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These results indicate that a single-ring circula¡ array cannot provide the required

performance for an MSAT ground station antenna, due to the inability to steer the beam, and

úo the undesirable 1st order mode radiation characæristics.

4.4.2.2 Dual Ring, Inphase

A second six-element ring of CDD's was placed at a radius of 1.289 î",

corresponding to the third zero of the derivative of the Js(x) Bessel function (x : 7.016) and

calculated using equation 4.3 for an angle 0 = 60'. Note that at this radius, 0 = 28'is also a

solution to equation 4.3 with the second zero (x = 3.832), indicating another lobe will be

radiated at this angle.

The elements were placed on the same 60' radials as the first ring in order to

maintain the phase relationship between the rings. It was hoped that this second ring would

improve the far field radiation performance and demonstrate the ability to steer the beam by

adjusting the inter-ring phase shifts. The antenna geometry is shown in Figure 4.19 (but

without the central element).

Each of the elements in each ring were exciæd inphase and initially, all elements in

both rings were excited inphase as well. Figure 4.20 shows the calculated results for this

configuration. The power in the boresite lobe is decreased in this case, but the gain at 0 =

60" is not increased either. As well, the horizontal patterns are no longer omnidirectiona-l,

but show a large number of nulls.

Since the zeros of the derivative of the Js(x) Bessel function correspond to

alærnating maximum and minimums of Jo(x), an inter-ring phase shift of 180' was tried.

This should cause a re-enforcement of the power radiated at 0 = 60' and the calculated

patterns are shown in Figure 4.21. Here we see the expecæd 2nd order mode lobe at 0 =

28", but unfortunately, while the horizontal pattern is somewhat improved, the vertical

paffern shows no improvemenl

These results indicate that the dual-ring al..ray can also not be used for the MSAT
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ground station antenna when elements in each ring are excited inphase. The only other

possible configuration which would provide an omnidirectional pattern in $ is the

stacked-ring circular array, which will not be discussed herein since it would not be practical

ûo place on the roof of an automobile.

4.4.2.3 Inter-Element Phase Shift Calculation

Using classical array theory, the beam from a circular ¿uray can be steered to any

direction (0,Q) by shifting the phase of the applied signal at each dipole (with respect to a

central element) given by;

PS (") = 360 a Cos(Q."¡ - S) Sin(O), (4.4)

where 'a' is tlre radius of the ring in which the element is situated, and Qref is the angle at

which the particula¡ element is situated around the ring.

For the six element ring shown in Figure 4.15, the angular spacing between

elements is 60'. Table 4.3 shows calculated phase shifts required to steer the beam to Q : g'

and 0 = 30' for array radii of 0.4,0.45,0.5, and 0.6 ¡, . The phase shifts for each element,

and each arm of the element are shown, along with the corresponding voltage components to

apply at the feed points in order to achieve these phase shifts. These shifts were calculated

using the program listed in Appendix D.

4.4.2.4 Single Ring, Steered Eeam

A six element, single ring, planar array was investigated using inter-element phase

shifting to steer the beam. Various array radii were tried in order to determine the best

radiated characteristics, as well as in an attempt to reduce the surface area needed to mount

the antenna. This is an important consideration if the antenna is to be used on the roof of an

automobile.



Beam Element
Angle Angle(0') ( 0")

Arm I Arm 2

Phase Applied Voltage
Shift 1") Real Imaginary
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Table 4.3: Calculated Inter-Element Phase Shifts
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The elements are situated on 6O'radials, and the beam was steered in 30' intervals in

Q. Because of the symmetry of this configuration, only n¡øo fa¡ field radiaûed patterns needed

to be calculated, those for beams steered to Q : 0", and Q = 30'. All other angles of beam

steering will give the same pattern as one of these two.

Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the ci¡cularly polarized components of the far field for

an array radius of 0.41,, with the beam steered to Q = 0" and 30'respectively. The maximum

gain in this case is i0.63 dB, with a 3 dB beamwidth in 0 of 47", anda 3 dB beamwidth in g

of 60". The highest sidelobe is the backlobe, and is only -6 dB from the main beam. Notice

on the vertical pattern,that there is only a single lobe, but that the gain at 0 = 0' is not zero as

desired.

Figures 4.24 and 4.25 are for an array radius of 0.5 ì". The gain in this case is 10.8

dB and the 3 dB beamwidths are virtually unchanged. The highest sidelobe level has been

reduced to -7 dB from the main beam. Notice on the vertical pattern that a second lobe along

the boresite is beginning to show.

Figures 4.26 and 4.27 are for an array radius of 0.6 î.. Notice the increase of the

boresite lobe and the large backlobe on the 30" pattern. The gain in this case is increased,

though, to 12.0 dB.

Figures 4.28 and 4.29 arc for an array radius of 0.45 L, which gives the best

vertical pattern, ie. no boresite lobe. Unfortunately, the gain in this configuration is only

10.7 db, indicating that some gain enhancement will be necessary to meet the requirements

for the MSAT system. Addition of a central element does not improve the peak gain, and

actually degrades the ellipticity, probably due to increased coupling.

Note the high sidelobes and backlobe calculaæd wittr this configuration. These can

be reduced by applying a synìmetrical amplitude taper to the front half of the elrÍay, and low

oÍ zÊro excitation to the back half of the amay [31].

Figures 4.30 and 4.31 are for an array radius of 0.45 î,, with a simple linear

amplitude taper applied to the elements. In this case, the front elements are excited with
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lNVo amplitude, and the back elements are not excited (\Vo). Notice the vast improvement

in the horizontai pattern, with reduced sidelobes and backlobe. Unfortunately, the vertical

pattem is severely degndd actually approaching the single element pattern. The maximum

gain has been increased to l l.3 dB.

Figures 4.32 and 4.33 are for a second tapered amplitude distribution, with the back

elements excited ..løÍh 50Vo amplitude. The horizontal pattern is not quite as good as the f,rnt

taper, but the vertical pattern is much better. The gain in this case is 11.4 dB.

These results indicate that a planar phased array can meet the requirements for an

MSAT ground station antenna. The six eiement, single ring, planar array gives the minimum

gain requi¡ed when a tapered amplitude distribution is used along with the appropriate

inter-elemental phase shifts. Increasing the number of elements in the ring will increase the

gain and should be investigated in the future.

4.5 Summary of Results

The CDD is a good choice for the element to be used in the MSAT mobile ground

station antenna due to its good radiation characteristics in the region of interest, and due to its

simplicity for feeding, steering and manufacturing. A major disadvantage of this element is

the fact that it does not conform to the surface of the vehicle, and thus could not be used in

some applications.

A six element circular array of CDD's can provide the required gain, polarization, and

beam steering capabilities for the MSAT system, and thus would make a good final design.

This ci¡cular aray can be placed under a dome and situated on the roof of a mobile vehicle.

This discussion does not include an analysis of the impedance of the antenna, a

problem that must be solved before the antenna can be used. Furthernore, the array has not

been constructed to determine how the calculated f,relds compare to the actual radiated fields.

This design example shows how the IGAD system, in conjuction with the numerical

optimization úechniques, can be used in a practical situation.
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CHAPTER 5

EVAI.UATION OF THE IGAD PACKAGE

5.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the usefulness of the IGAD package determined during the

design of the MSAT mobile antenna. The purpose is to give a thorough critic of the system

and identify areas of improvement.

5.2 The Pre-Processor

The pre-processor's main function is to facilitate the creation of antenna model

geometry through interactive graphic input. In terms of emulating the analysis routine's

standard input commands, the IGAD system works well. Unfortunately, this may not be the

easiest and most efficient way to go about model creation.

During the initial model c¡eation process, the functions developed specifically to

cÍeate geometry according to the analysis routine's modeling restrictions were exercised.

These routines were quite cumbersome to use, and sometimes it was difficult to achieve the

desired results. This is because the routines were not developed fully enough to take into

account all the special cases that exist, and thus couid not be used in some ways. As well,

since the routines were written in DAL, which is itself a second level language (a11DAL

routines were originally written in FORTRAN), they execute quite slowly. At times it was

frustrating to invoke a command and then sit back for minutes at a time, waiting for it to

execute.
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The most useful of all the commands created was the routine to generate geometry

from the analysis routine input records (the NAAR to IGAD Translator as described in

Section 2.3.3). I found it more efficient and actually easier to simply modify the analysis

routine input file using a text editor, and then use the IGAD routine to provide visual

verification of the changes in the model. On many occasions, this visual verification helped

eleminate errors in data entry before submitting the model to the analysis routine, which

ultimately was the overall goal of the IGAD system.

There exists an alternative way to implement the modeling stage of the IGAD

package, one that was not tried because it assumes that the user has a working knowledge of

Calma's DDM interactive graphics system. In this case, the user would simply create the

antenna model using all the standard DDM model items, such as lines, arcs, splines, etc.

with ail the standard creation, editíng, and movement commands. The model could be

constructed and edited much faster and more easily using these fully developed commands.

When all modifications were complete, the user would then run a segmentation routine which

would segment each item, according to the modeling restrictions, and create the analysis

routine input file.

This last method is desirable for a number of reasons; model creation is easier and

faster, the creation and editing commands are more versatile and more fully developed,

much support exists for these standard commands in terms of help files and manuals, and

finally, this style of model creation is more easily transportable between different analysis

routines. For each new routine, only the segmentation routine (or its equivalent) must be

created. The only reason this styie of model creation was not tried initially was because the

system was supposed to be available to a wide variety of users, without much prior CAD

knowledge. Because of my experience using the IGAD system, I now believe that this

method should at least be ried.

The patch options available in NEC were only implemented in a limited way, and

were not developed because of the excess restrictions and difficulty of use. If standard DDM
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commands were used to create Bezier or ruled surfaces, then these options could be used

more easily and efhciently.

5.3 The Post-Processor

The post-processors main function is to facilitate the interpretation of the data

calculated by the numerical analysis routine. This section of IGAD was used throughout

every stage of the design of the MSAT antenna and during the analysis of alternative

elements as well.

These routines have made the most noticeable improvement in the design cycle. The

most useful option I found was the calculation of the circularly polarized components of the

far field, which, when plotted on a radial plots, conveyed information as to the direction of

the radiated power as well as the ellipticity or cross-polarization of the pattern.

Some consideration was given to three-dimensional plots, using contoured surfaces,

but, since most of the antennas studied herein were omnidirectional in Q, it was not

attempted. This type of plot is very useful and should be developed in the future.

There are many other parameters which could be derived from the data calculated by

the numerical analysis routine, which have not been attempted here. These include,

frequency bandwidth, beamwidth, energy densify, and many others.

5.4 Model Storage

The IGAD system stores all rnodel data and pattern calculations in a Calma model

file. This file is quite large, and contains a lot of unnecessary data, and hence, takes a long

time to reconstruct whenever it is recalled. As weli, it is difficult to merge models if multiple

pattem plots are desired for comparison purposes.

An alternative to this would be to create a custom model file, which would hold

model and pattern data only. This could decrease the system start-up time, and facilitate

multipie pattem plofting, as well as reducing the storage requirements.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AI{D FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

6.I The IGAD Package

The IGAD package successfuly incorporates the use of interactive graphics with

numerical analysis techniques, providing the user with a powerful antenna design tool.

The pre-processor contains a versatile set of geometry construction commands

which incorporate all modeling restríctions imposed by the numerical analysis routine. All

display modification, model management viewport management, geometry creation and data

input functions are incorporated on an on-screen menu and can be invoked by digitizing on a

tablet. The basic element of model construction is the straight wire segment, which is

incorporated as a cylinder in the three dimensional model database. This choice was not the

optimum, since it causes considerable and time consuming calculations by the display

processor to generate each of the three dimentional views. A better method would have been

to implement the segment as a simple line for construction purposes and this should be done

in the future. In addition, a routine to display the true modeled geometry (as cylinders)

should be developed in order to evaluate the modeling error due to segment overlap when

required.

The geometry editing and movement commands are quite primitive, but inco¡porate

all functions originally available in the analysis routine input command structure. Much

work can be done to increase the ease and usefulness of these commands.

One alternative model creation method shouid be tried, where the designer would
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model the antenna using any of the basic construction elements available in DDM (lines, arcs,

splines, etc.), using all the well developed editing commands. Once the mdel is completed,

the designer would simply call a segmentation routine which would segment each item of the

model, maintaining the appropriate modelling restrictions. The only problem with this is that

it requires that the user knows DDM before proceeding with the design of antennas.

The post-processor allows the user to plot the following parameters; current, gain, 0

and Q components of the far field, circularly polarized components of the fa¡ f,reld, X,y,and

Z components of the near field, and the ellipticity of the radiated signal, all as a function of

position (0,Q in the far field, X,Y,Z in the near field). Both radial and rectangular plots are

available, with data normalization, conversion to logarithms, and user defined range

specification. Three-dimensional contour plots have not yet been developed, and should be

investigated in the future.

The IGAD package is presently tied to the Calma software, and thus is not readily

available for use by other antenna designers. In the future, consideration should be given to

moving the package to a smaller, more affordable workstation or personal computer.

6.2 Implementation of Numerical Optimization

Numerical optimization techniques can aid in the design process by taking an

antenna model which is in its approximately final form (ie. can be described in terms of a few

simple design variables), and generating the optimum design without user intervention.

Rosenbrock's minimization technique was used successfuly along with the

'Minimax' constraint handling technique to create an optimum c¡ossed drooping dipole

element for use in the MSAT mobile antenna array. Unfortunately, the programming and use

of these techniques was all done manuaily, and separate from the IGAD system.

In future, incorporation of 'Variable Geometry'in the modeling stage will allow

optimization techniques to be included as a pre-programmed option in IGAD, and should be

investigated.
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6.3 Design of the MSAT Mobile Antenna

An optimized crossed drooping dipole was chosen as the element for use in the

MSAT mobile antenna array because of its inexpensive design, ease of constuction, ease of

modeling and analysis with NAAR, and most importantly, because of its performance; low

cross-polarizatton and di¡ected power characteristics in the region of interest.

This element was used in a six element planar array of dipoles, with inter-element

phase shifting providing the necessary beam steering requirements. The six elementarray

meets the minimum gain requirements, but more elements could be used to provide a greater

margin for signal fading, and should be investigated more fully.

Tapered amplitude distibutions were used to reduce the sidelobe and backlobe levels

with limited success, since they caused a widening of the main beam as well. More work

should be done in this area as well.

This work is strictly numerical, and is only concerned with the calculated fa¡ field

radiation characteristics. No work has been done on the feed techniques, input impedence,

phase shifters, or on the constructuction and testing of the antenna. This should be done in

the future to ensure the calculated and measured data a¡e in agreement, and to determine any

other incidental problems which may occur with this design.
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APPENDIX A

Directory of DAL and DAL-FORTRAN programs in the IGAD package
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ÐAL Programs

ANTCArc.DA - converts model to analysis routine input fìle

APLOAD.DA - appiy load to an existing segment

APVOLT.DA - apply voltage source to existing segment

ARCHIM.DA - create Archimedean spiral antenna with options

CENTROID.DA - calculates cenroid of patch (used with patch programs)

CPVPLOT.DA - plot circularly polarized components fi.ev 1)

CRETDI.DA - c¡eate textdata items

CIIRPLOT.DA - plot current data S.ev 1)

C{.IRVEOI.DA - create segmented curve

DELCON2.DA - disconnect a deleted segment

DELLOAD.DA -deleæaload

DELSEG.DA -deleteasegment

DELVOLT.DA - delete an applied voltage source

FARPLOT.DA - plot far field data fr.ev 2)

FILEMODEL.DA - file model data

GAINPLOT.DA - plot gain Sev i)
GENGEOM.DA - qeate model geometry from analysis routine input file (Cylinden)

GENGEOMZ.DA - create model geometry from input flle (line and point method)

GENWIRE.DA - create straight line of segments

GETCOORDS.DA - get 3-d coordinates of a point

GETDIGCORD.DA - get coordinates of a digitize

GETPCI{PT.DA - get coordinates of a patch comer

GETSDATA.DA - get stored data for a segment

GETSEGEND.DA - get coordinates of a segment endpoint

I{EADER.DA - program header

IGAD.DA - initialize modeling envi¡onment

INTIIALIæ.DA - set up defaults

INTERPRET.DA - create geometry from input equation (not finished)

MIRROR.DA - minor geometry

MOVESEG.DA - move segments

NEARPLOT.DA - plotnea¡ field data @ev 1)

NEWGPLOT.DA - plot gain data S.ev 2)

PATCH.DA - create surface patch (not fully implemented)
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PCFIARB.DA - arbirarily shaped patch

PCHQUA.DA - quadrilateraly shaped patch

PCHREC.DA - rectangularly shaped parch

PCHRSURF.DA - cover a rectangular surface with patches.

PCHTRI.DA - triangularly shaped parch

PLOT3D.DA - 3 d plot (not fully implemented)

POINTIEST.DA - tesr poinr dara

PTEST.DA - test patch routines

PTRNREQ.DA - request radiation pattern calculations

READPLT.DA - read in calculated data @AL version)

SEGDATA.DA - set segment data

SEGTEST.DA - test segment routine

SETDEF.DA - set defaults

SPLINEOi.DA - create wire from spline (Rev 1)

SPLINEO2.DA - create wi¡e from spline S.ev 2)

STMODEL.DA - start new model

TEST.DA - test routine

TESTAIM.DA - test rourine

TESTDETCON.DA - establish connectivity of wi¡es

TESTHIDE.DA - test hidden line removal (nor implemenred)

TESTREAD.DA - read in calculated data (DAL-FORTRAN version)

USREQN.DA - get user's equation for inteqpret program (not imlemented)

VECTMOVE.DA - move segments by vector

VERI-OAD.DA - verify applied loads

VERSEG.DA - verify selected segment

VERVOLT.DA - verify applied voltage sources

WIREO2.DA - create wire (Cylinder model)

WIREO3.DA - create wire (line and point model)

XACALC.DA - execute NAAR
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DAL-FORTRAN Frograms

DRUS l,FOR

RECDECODE.FOR

RECTEST.FOR

UCRTDI.FOR

I'DATADD.FOR

UDDFIT.FOR

UDETCON.FOR

IIDFIPTLST.FOR

LIDLOGX.FOR

IJDNORM.FOR

UDRPTLST.FOR

UDSCALE.FOR

UDTMAX.FOR

I.IDTMIN.FOR

UGDATA.FOR

I.JRPLOTDAT.FOR

TIRPTREAD.FOR

UTDID.FOR

UTEST.FOR

- subroutine call director

- decode input record

- test for record

- create text-data iæm

- add data to text-data item

- adjust data to fit within plot extents

- detect segment connectivity

- create horizontal point list

- convert data to logarithms

- normalize dat¿

- create radial point list

- scale data

- truncate dala greater than maximum

- truncate data less than minimum

- get data from textdata iæm

- read plot data @ev 1)

- read plot data ßev 2)

- ident text-datå item

- test rouline



APPENDIX B

RSNBRK

FORTRAN Implementation of Rosenbrock's Minimization Algorithm
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SUBROUTINE RSNBRK(U,V,W,S,D,IS,IF,XO,X,N,NMX,STEP,ALPHA,BETA,
& NFEMAXE>0T,KE)flÐ

C ID : DEBUG PARAMETER
C O NO PRINT-OUTWILL BE GIVEN,
C 1 LIMITED PRINT-OUT WTLL BE GIVEN,
C ZFULL PRINT-OUTWILLBE GIVEN.
C N : NUMBER OF VARIABLES.
C
C ALPHA: E)PANSION FACTOR (3.0IS RECOMENDED).
C BETA : PENALTY FACTOR FOR FAILURE (0.5 IS RECOMENDED).
C NFEMX: NUMBER OF MAXIMUM FLTNCTION EVALUATION.
C STEP: INITAL STEP SIZE (0.1 IS RECOMENDED).
C KEXIT:E)flT CzuTERIA OPION
C 1 TO E)flT WITH THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FTINCTON VALUE.
C 2 TO EXIT ROOT MEAN SQUARE OF THE IMPROVEMENTS IN ALL
C DIRECTIONS.
C E)ilT : E)ilT CRITERIA VECTOR
C IST ELEMENT IS TO USE WITH K=l
C 2ND ELEMENT IS TO USE V/ITH K=2.

COMMON /IOUT/IN,IO,ID
DIMENSION iF( 10),IS( l0)
REAL+8 U( 10, 10),V( 10, 1 0),W( I 0, 10),S(10),D( 1 0),

& xo(10),x(10),E)flT(2),ALPHA,BETA,STEP,
&. F,FO,SUM,ST

C
V/RITE(IO, 1 20) ID,N,ALPHA,BETA,NFEMAX,KEXIT,STEP,

&. (EXIT(I),I=1,2)
WRITE(IO, 1 30) (XO(r),I= U{)

c
DO 20 J=l,N
DO l0I=l,N

10 u(J,Ð=0.0
20 u(J,J)=1.0

NFE=O
CALL RSN_FUNCT(FO,XO,NFE)

30 F=FO
DO 35I=l,N

3s sO=sTEP
rF (rD.LT.2) GO TO 50

DO 40I=l,N
40 IF (ID.GE.2) WRrrE(rO,140) I,(U(IJ)J=1,N)
50 IF(iD.GE.1)WRITE(IO,150)NFE,FO,(XO(I),I=1,N)

CATL RSRCH(FO, XO,X,U,S,D,IF,IS,N,NMX,ALPHA, BETA,NFE)
IF (NFE.GT.NFEMAX) iD=2
IF (NFE.GT.(NFEMAX+20)) GO TO 90
SUM=O.O
DO 60I=lN

ffi SLIM-SUM+D(I)*D(I)
ST=SQRT(SUlvf/N)
rF (KÐilT-EQ.I) GO TO 70

rF (ST.LT.EXIT(2)) GO TO 100

GO TO 80

70 IF (ABS(FO-F).LT-E)ilT(1)) GO TO 100

80 CALLROTATE(U,V,W,D,N,NMX)
IF (rD.GE.2) WRITE(IO, 160) (D(J)J= 1,N)
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IF (ID.GE.z) WRITE(IO,170) (S(J),J=1,N)
GO TO 30

90 rF (rD.GE.O) WRITE(rO,180) FO,NFE
GO TO 110

100 rF (rD.GE.0) WRITE(rO,r90) FO,NFE
110 WRITE(IO,200)(XO(I),I:1,N)

RETURN
t20 FORMAT (rHU[X,'70('-'y2X,ROSENBROCK METHOD OF ROTATING 

"&'CO-ORDiNATES 7 1 X |7 0(' -') t / / íX,'INPUT DATA:'/5 X, 1 L(' -' ) t t 5X,
& 'ID = 

"I3I5X,N 
= 

"I5/5X,'ALPHA 
= 

"F10.5/5X,& .BETA 
= 

"F10.5/5X,'NFEMX 

: 
"T5/5X,& 'KE)ilT = 

"I3/SX,'STEP 
= 

"F10.5/5X,&'E)flT :',J.t2.7t1tx,Ft2:7t)
130 FORMAT (1X,10F10.6)
140 FORMAT (2X,1J("12,'):"10F10.6)
150 FORMAT (/2X,'NFE=',I4,2X,'FO=',F13.'7,2X,'XO=',10F10.5)
160 FORMAT(2X,D(J)="10F10.5)
170 FORMAT(2X,'S(J)="10F10.6)
180 FORMAT (//1X,?ROGRAM STOPPED AT F:"Fr3.6,|2X,'BECAUSE OF EXCESS

& FLINCTION EVALUATIONS. NFE="I3//)
190 FORMAT (//IX,MINIMLM FUNCTON VALUE OF"FI3:7|2X,'IS FOLIND iN 

"&. T4,'FI.JNSTION EVALUATiONS AT 7)

200 FORMAT(2X,'X="10F10.6)
END

SUBROUTINE RSRCH(FO,XO,X,U,S,D, IF,IS,N,NMX, ALPHA,BETA,NFE)
COMMON /IOUT/IN,IO,ID
DTMENSTON IF( l0),rS( l0)
REAL*8 U(10, 10),S( 10),D( 10),

&. xo(10),x(10),ALPHA,BETA,FO,F
DO 10J=lÀI

rs(J)=0
tr(J)=0

10 D(J)=0.0
20 DO 80 J=l,N

DO 30I=lN
30 X(I)=XO(I)+S(J)*U(J,Ð

CALL RSN-FUNCT(F,X,NFE)
IF (ID.GE.2) WRITE(IO,90) J,NFE,F,(X(I),I= 1,N)
IF (F.LE.FO) GO TO 40
rF (rs(J).EQ. r) IF(J)= I
s(J)=-BETA*S(J)
GO TO 60

40 rs(J)=l
D(J)=D(J)+S(J)
s(J)=ALPHA*S(J)
FO=F
DO 50I=l,N

50 xo(Ð-x(Ð
60 DO 70 JJ:I,N
70 rF (rF(JJ)*rS(JJ).EQ.0) GO TO 80

RETLIRN
80 CONTINUE

GO TO 20
90 FORMAT (12X,'I=',I2,2X,NFE=',I3,2X,F:',F13.1/ZX,'X=',10F70'5)

END
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10

SUBROUTINE ROTATE(U,V,W,D,N,NMX)
REAL*8 U( 10, t0),V( 10, t0),W( 10, t0),D(10),SQ,RSQ,SUM
DO r0I=1,N
v(N,Ð=D(N)*U(N,I)
DO 30 J=2,N

K=N-J+1
K1=K+1
DO 20 r=l,N

V(K,I)=D{K)*U(K,I)+V(K I,I)
CONTINT'E

sQ=o.o
DO 40I=l,N

w(l,D=v(1,I)
SQ:SQ+W(1,I)+*2

RSQ=1.O/SQRr(SQ)
DO 50I=1,N

u(1,I)=W(l,i)*RSQ
DO 110 J=2,N

sQ=0.0
DO 60I=l,N

w(J,I)=V(J,I)
K:J-1
DO 80 L=l,K

si.rM=0.0
DO 70I=l,N

SUM:SUM+V(J,I)*U(L,I)
DO 80I=l,N

w(J,I)=W(J,i)-SUM*U(L,l)
DO 90I=l,N

SQ=SQ+w(J,I)**2
rF (SQ.EQ.O.0) sQ = 1.0E-10
RSQ=1.0/SQRT(SQ)
DO 100I=l,N

u(J,I)=\M(J,i)*RSQ
CONTINUE

RETURN
END

20
30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110
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RSN-FUNCT

FORTRAN lmplementation of the Objective Function

for the Numerica-l Optimization Routine RSNBRK
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C

C

SUBROUTINE RSN-FLTNCT(FUNC,VRBL,NFE)
COMMON/IOUT/IN,IO,ID
REAL Tf ( 1 600),PT( 1 600),GT( 1 600)
REAL*8 VRBI{10),FUNC
REAL TH(5m),PH(500),ETHM(500),ETHA(500),EPHM(500),EPHA(500)
REAL RV (500),LV ( 500 ),EL(500)
CHARACTER CIIRDATE*9,CURTIME * 8, A*'7 2

NFE=NFE+1

ALPH1 = ABS(VRBr_,(1))

ALEN1 = ABS(VRBL.(2))
IF (ALEN1.LT.0.02) THEN

FTJNC = I/ALENI*IO
RETURN

EIJE rF (ALEN1.GT.0.23) THEN
FtrNc = (ALEN1-0.23) * 50000
RETI.IRN

END IF

ALPH2 = ABS(VRBL(3))

ALENz =.24- ALEN1
c

HITE = ABS(VRBL(4))
C

PMAX = O.O

VC = ALEN 1 
* SIN(ALPH1 )+ALEN2*SIN(ALPH2)

rF (vc.GE.HmE) THEN
VPEN = (VC-HITE)*50000.
PMAX = VPEN

END iF
HC = ALENI+COS(ALPH 1) + ALEN2*COSIap¡12,
iF (HC.LE.O.O) THEN

HPEN = (0.01-HC) * 50000.
IF (HPEN.GT.PMAX) PMAX = I{PEN

END IF
IF (PMAX.NE.O.) THEN

FLTNC = PMAX
RETURN

END IF
OPEN(22,F[ F='ANTCAL:ACALC.INP',STATUS='LINKNOWN')
CALLDATE(CURDATE)
CALL TIME(CURTIME)
wRrTE(rN,552)

552 FORMAT(//,10X,'*r'+** RSN_FL'NC FUNCTIONEVALUATION *''.***r)

V/RITE(IN,ss 1 )CURDATE,CURTIME
551 FOKM,c--T(/,' DATE:',49,' TIME:',48,/)

\ryRITE(IN,*¡' VARIABIÆS: AI-PHI =',ALPHI
WRITE(IN,*)' AIjN1 = 

"AIJNIWRITE(IN,*;' ALPH2 ="N-PHZ
WRITE(IN,*)' ALEN2: 

"ALEN2WRITE(IN,*)' HITE ='J{IÏE
WRITE(IN,*)' EVALUATION NUMBER:',NFE
WRITE(22, I I 1 )'CM 

"CIIRDATE,",CIJRTIME
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FORMAT(A3,A9,A1,A8)
AH = HITE
CH = HITE-.OI
wRrrE(22, 1 I 0)'CE OPTTMIZATON TEST
WRITE(22, 1 15)'GW1, 1,-0.0 1,0.0,"AH,"0.0 1,0.0,"AH,"0.005'
WRITE(22, 1 I5)'GW2, 1,0.0,-0.01,"CH,"0.0,0.01,"CH,"0.005'
FORMAT(A I 6,F7.4, A I 0,F"7 .4, A6)
)ilNIT = 0.01
ZIMT = HITE

oNE ='1'
GW ='GW'
NSEG = 3
NSEGI = INT(ALEN1/.05) + 1

NSEG2 = iNT(ALEN2/.05) + t
wR = 0.005
AXl : ALEN 1/(FLOAT(NSEG 1))*COS(ALPH1)
AZt = ALEN 1/(FLOAT(NSEG I ))* SIN(ALPH I )
AX2 = ALEN2/(FLOAT(NSEG2))*COS1Aç'9"
AZ2 = ALENZ(FLOAT(NSEG2))* SIN(ALPH2)
DO i = 1,NSEG1

)GIN=KNIT+AXl
æIN=ZINIT-AZ1
XA =XINIT
YA = 0.0
ZA:ZT{IT
)G = >gn{
YB = 0.0
ZB:reN
WRITE(22, 1 OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA,C,ZA,C,Æ,C,YB,C,ZB,C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+1
xA= cxA)
)c: c)G)
IVRiTE(22, 1 OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA,C,ZA,C,)G,C, YB,C,ZB, C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+l
xA = 0.0
YA = )ilNrt
ZA: ZTNIT -,Oi
)ß = 0.0
YB = )GIN
ZB=ZFIN-.OI
WRITE(22, 1 00)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA,C,ZA,C,re,C,YB,C,ZB,C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+1
YA = (-YA)
YB = CYB)
WRITE(22, 1OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA, C,ZA,C,XB,C,YB,C,ZB, C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+l
)CNIT = ><PIN

ZINIT = zFIN
END DO
DO I = l,NSEG2

)GIN: )ilNIT + '\X2
æIN= ZbIrc - M2
XA = }ilNIT
YA = 0.0
ZA=ZB:{IT
)(B = )(FIN
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YB = 0.0
ZB =ßIl'l
WRITE(22, 1 OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA, C,ZA,C,XB,C,YB,C,ZB, C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+l
xA = (-xA)
)c = c)c)
WRITE(22, 100)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,X A,C,Y A,C,ZA,C,XB,C, YB,C,ZB,C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+1
xA = 0.0
YA = )flNIT
ZA=ZINIT-.01
xB = 0.0
YB = IGIN
ZB=ZFIN-.01
WRITE(22, 1 OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,YA, C,Z A,C,XB,C,YB,C,ZB,C,WR
NSEG=NSEG+1
YA = (-YA)
YB = (-YB)
WRITE(22, 1OO)GW,NSEG,C,ONE,C,XA,C,Y A,C,ZA,C,XB,C, yB,C,ZB,C,WR

NSEG=NSEG+1
KNIT = >CIN
ZINIT = ÆIN

END DO
V/RITE(22,555)'GW40,3,0.0,0. 0, 0.0,0.0,0.0,"HITE-0.03,',0.005'

555 FORMAT(A,Ê1.4,A)
wRrTE(2¿110)GEl'
WRITE(22,110)'GN1'
1VRITE(22,110)'PT-2'
WRITE(22, 1 1 0)8X0, 1, 1,0, 1.0,0.0'

WRITE(22, 1 1 0)EX0,2, 1,0,0.0, 1.0'

WRITE(22, I 1 0)RP0,9 i, 1, 1 500,0.0,0.0, 1.0,0.0'

WRITE(22,11O)'EN'
100 FORMAT(A2,[3,2A1,7(A1,F8.4))
110 FORMAT(A)

cl-osE(22)
CALL ACALCSUB !Run numerical analysis routine

C
C Now get the calculated dara and create an object function.

C
C Read in gain data...

C
OPEN( 1 1,FILE='ANTCAL:ACALC.GAI', STATUS= UNKNOWN')
READ(11,*) GAINMAX
I=1

520 READ(11,*,END:521)T-I(i),Fr|(Ð,GT(I),TT(I+i),PT(I+1),
&. GT(I+1),TT(I+2),PT(I+2),GT(i+2)

I:I+3
GOTO s20

s21 CLOSE (il)
NPTS=I-3
DO 522I = I,NPTS

r (GT(I).EQ.0.0) THATMAX= TT(I)
522 CONTINI.IE

V/RITE(IN, * )'GAiNMAX = 
"GATNMAX,' 

AT TIIETA : 
"THATMAXgPenl = 0.

gPen2 = 0'
gPen3 = 0.
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DO 523I = I,NPTS
iF (TT(r).EQ.6 l.) TI{EN

iF(GT(r).LT.0.) THEN
Write(in, *)'theta =',tt(i)
write(in,*)'gain =',9(i)
GPENl = (-GT(r))*20.

END IF
END IF

c IF (TT(I).EQ.I.) TIIEN
c Write(in,*)'theu =',t(i)
c wriæ(in,*)'gain =',gt(i)
c if (gt(i).gt-(-10.)) gpen2 = 10. + gt(i)
c END IF
c IF (TT(I).EQ.89.) THEN
c V/riæ(in,*)'tÏeta =',tt(i)
c write(in,*)'gain =',9(i)
c if (g(i).gr(-10.)) gæn3 = 10. + gt(i)
c END IF
523 CONTINUE

WRITE(IN,*)'GAIN PENALTIES :',GPEN 1,gpen2,gpen3
C
C Now read in d¿ta about RHCPV,LHCPV and ellipticity from ACALC.CPV
C

OPEN( 1 2,FILE= DUA2: [USER.NEtr-S ON.ACALC] ACALC.CPV',
&. STATUS=1TNKNOWN)

I=1
603 READ(12,+,END=604)TH(I),PH(i),RV(Ð,LV(Ð,EqI)

I=I+1
GOTO 603

ffi4 NPTS = I-1
cl-osE(12)
w AFL44 = 100.0
WAEL48 = 150.0
wA.F.L52 = 200.0
WAEL56 =250.0
WAEL60 = 300.0
WAEL64 = 250.0
WAEL68 = 200.0
wAEL72 =250.0
WAEL76 = 100.0

FI,/4=0.
Fr./8=0.
FL52=0.
FL56=0.
FL60=0.
FL64=0.
FL68=0.
Fl,'t2=0.
FL'?6=0.
DO 605I=I,NPTS

rF@,44.8Q.0.)THEN
F("|H(I).EQ.44.) THEN

FTA4=1.
AEL44=0.0
IF (EL(r).LT.0:75) þßIA4 = (0.75-EL(I)) * WR¡t¡¿
IF (EL(i).LT.t.0) AEIA4 = /.EIA4 + (1.0-EL(I))*WAßIA4/10.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEl-44:',AEI 44,' THETA = ',TI{(l),' ELIP = ',EL(I)
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coro 60s
END IF

END IF
IFGIrr8.EQ.0.)TI{EN

rFGHO.EQ.48.) THEN
Ft/8=1.
AEII8 = 0.0
rF(EL(r).LT.0.75) AEL.48 = (0.75-EL(r)) + WAEI/8
iF(EL(I).LT.1.0) AEI/8 = AEI/8 + (1.O-EL(I)) * WAEI/8/i0.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEL48 = 

"AET 

48,' THETA = 
"TH(I),' 

ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 605

END IF
END IF
rF(FLs2.EQ.0.)THEN

rF(TH(Ð.EQ.s2) rHEN
FL52=t.
AEL52 = 0.0
IF(EL(Ð.LT.o;75) AEL52 - ABS(0.75-Et(Ð) * WAEL52
IF(EL(I).LT.1.0) AEL52 : þ'ËLsz + (1.O-EL(I)) * wAELs2/10.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEL52 = 

"AEL52,' 
THETA = 

"TH(i),' 
ELiP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 605

END IF
END IF
rF(FLs6.EQ.0.)THEN

FGH(r)EQ.s6.) TmN
FL56=1.
AEL56=0.0
rF (EL(Ð.LT.0.75) AEL56 = (0.75-EL(I)) * WAELS6
IF (EL(I).LT.1.0) AEL56 = AEL56 + (1.O-EL(I))* WAEL56/10.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEL56 =',4EL56,' THETA =',TH(I),' ELIP =',EL(I)
GOTO 605

END iF
END IF
rF(FL60.EQ.0.)THEN

F(IH(r).EQ.60.) THEN
FL60=1.
AEL60 = 0.0
IF(EL(r).LT.0.75) AEL60 = (0.75-EL(I)) * WAEL60
IF(EL(I).LT.1.0) AEL60 = AEL60 + (1.0-EL(I)) * wAEL60/i0.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEL60 = 

"AEL60,' 
THETA = 

"TH(I),' 
ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 60s
END IF

END IF
rF(FL64.8Q.0.)TlrEN

rF(TH(Ð.EQ.64) THEN
FL&=T.
AEL64 = 0.0
rF(EL(I).LT.0.75) AEL64 = ABS(0.75-EL(Ð) * WAEL64
IF(EL(I).LT.i.0) AEL64 = þßL& + (i.0-EL(I)) * WAEL64/10.
wRITE(IN,*)',p.EL& ="AEL&,' THETA = 

"TH(I),' 
ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 60s
END IF

END IF
rF(FL68.EQ.0.)THEN

IFCTHo).EQ.68.) TmN
FL68=1.
AEL68=0.0
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r GL{I).LT.O.75) AEL68: (0.7s-EUr)) + V/AEL68
IF (EL(I).LT.1.0) AELó8 : AELó8 + (1.O-EI-(I))* WAEL68/10.
WRITE(IN,*)'AEL68: 

"AEL68,' 
THETA = 

"TH(I),' 
ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 605

END IF
END IF
rF(FL72.EQ.0.)THEN

F(-rH(r).EQ.72.) T[{EN
FL72=1.
þEL'72 = 0.0
IFGLOIT.o35) AEL'12 = (0.75-EL{r)) * WAEL72
IF(EL(I).LT.t.0) AFL'72= AEL72 + (1.0-EL(Ð) *wAEL7AL0.
wRITE(IN,*)',AELTZ="AELTz,', THETA = 

"TH(t),' 
ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 60s
END IF

END IF
rGL76.EQ.0.)TI{EN

iF(TH(r).EQ.76) TI{EN
FL16=1.
AEL76 = 0.0
IF(EL(r).LT.0.75) AEL76 = ABS(0.75-EL(Ð) * WAEL76
IF(EL(I).LT.1.0) AEL76 = AEL76 + (1.O-EL(I)) * v/AEL76l10.
wRITE(IN,*)',/.EL'76: 

"AEL76,' 
THETA = 

"TH(t),' 
ELIP = 

"EL(I)GOTO 60s
END iF

END IF
CONTINUE
PMAX = O.O

IF(GPENI.GT.PMAÐ PMAX = GPENI
rF(GPEN2.GT.PMAX) PMAX = GPEN2
IF(GPEN3.GTPMAX) PMAX = GPEN3
ß (þß\A .GT.PMAÐ PMAX= AEr/4
IF(AEI/8.GT.PMAÐ PMAX=AEI/ 8

IF(AELs2.GTPMAÐ PMAX=AEL52
IF(AELS6.GT.PMAX) PMAX= AEL56
rF(AEL60.GT.PMAX) PMAX= AEL60
rF(AEL64.GT.PMAX) PMAX= AEL64
F(AEL68.GT.PMAX) PMAX=AEL68
rF ( p.ELl z.GT.PMAX) PMAX= AELT 2
rF(AEL76.GTPMAX) PMAX= AELT 6

IF (PMAX.GT.O.) THEN
suM: (GPEN1/PMAX)*+10
SLIM = sum + (GPEN2/PMAX)**10
SUM = sum + (GPEN3/PMAX)** 10

SLÍM = SUM + (AEI/4/PMAÐ** 10

SLIM = SUM + (AEII8/PMAÐ** 10

SUM = SUM + (AEL5ZPMAÐ**10
SUM = SUM + (AEL5IPMAÐ** 10

SUM = SUM + (AEL60iPMAX)** 10

SUM: SUM + (AEL64IPMAÐ**10
SUM = SUM + (AEL68/PMAÐ**10
SUM: SUM + (AELTZPMAÐ**10
SLn4 = SUM + (AEL76IPMAÐ"* 10

FLINC=PMAX*SUM**0.1
EI-SE

FL]NC:0.
END IF
V/RITE(iN, *)'FUNC = 

"FI'NCRETI-'RN
END
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APPENDIX D

PHASE

FORTRAN Implementation of Phase Shift Calculation kogram
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Integer phi,phinot,i
Real radarg,delt4aa"bb,cc,dd,ee,ff
Write(1,11)

11 Forma(//15x,'Calculated Phase Shift Table (a = 0.45)',ll
&. ,Sx,'Beam Element Phase Real Imaginary'/
&. ,Sx,'Angle Angle Shift Part PartT)

c

Do phi = 0,330,30 ! phi is the angle of main beam
c

Do phinot = 0,3@,60 ! phinot is angle of element
L

radarg = (3.14159/180)*(phinot-phi) ! convert ro radians

delt¿= (-140.) *cos(radarg) ! val= -a*sin(theh)*360
c -I8'7 for a = 0.6
c -156 for a = 0.5
c -140 for a = 0.45
c -125 for a = 0.4

radarg = (3.141591180)*delta ! converr to radians again
aa = cos(radarg) I reaì part of appl'd volt
bb = sin(radarg) ! imag. part for lst dipole
radarg = (3.14159/180)+(90.+delta) ! add 90 deg shift for 2nd
cc = cos(radarg) ! real part of appl'd volt
dd = sin(radarg) ! imag part
Wriæ( I, i 2)phi,phinot deltaaabb
wrire( 1, 1 3)90.+deltacc,dd

End do
End do

12 Format(6x,i3,8x,i3,5x,f6.1,4x,f6.3,6x,f6.3)
13 Format(25x,f6 .1,4x,f6.3,6x,f6.31)

Stop
End


